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Abstract

Implementing and maintaining complicated
manufacturing processes in an error-free
mode is essential to the survival of any
manufacturing
business.
One essential
element to realizing error-free manufacturing is saving learning and making it
readily available to those who need it, on a
system that is easy to develop and use. A
knowledge based tool, DEPICT (Digitized
Expert PICTures), has been developed to
meet these needs.
DEPICT is a menu-driven, Knowledge
Based System designed such that a nonprogrammer may develop and maintain an
application
with
very
little
training.
DEPICT
is best suited to applications
where the user needs to identify an object,
such as a processing defect, and can identify the object by some attributes, such as
appearance and behavior under electrical
test conditions.
Attributes are weighted
according to how strongly each one indicates the presence of a given object.
DEPICT’s output consists of a ranked list
of objects which are best indicated by the
user-selected attributes. The user may then
select objects from the list for viewing. A
built-in image/text navigation utility allows
the user to browse the information in the
order of his or her choosing.

Introduction
IBM’s Essex Junction, Vermont manufacturing
facility produces memory and logic chips for worldwide distribution.
Fabricating those chips requires
the use of sophisticated process tools to expose
photo patterns (photo lithography), etch various
materials (reactive ion etch), do material deposition,
and ion implant.ation. Electronic circuit and device
features on computer chips are so small (submicron) that the pres::.n.ce of minute particles
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smaller than the size of some bacteria can cause
defects that render the chip useless. Many of the
defects can only be observed with SEMs (Scanning
Electron
Microscopes),
which usually requires
special sample preparation in order to capture the
region affected.
An understanding of how these
defects affect the process and how to elirninate
them requires continued learning throughout the
life of a product in the manufacturing line.
Semiconductor manufacturing involves hundreds
of process steps and numerous production tools.
Generally, several different products are manufactured in the same process line sharing the same
tools, but operating with different input parameters.
In order to monitor the health of product and the
manufacturing line, measurement data and images
are collected and <analyzed at various key points.
As problems arise, data, tool measurements and
photos are reviewed to determine where the process
needs improvement or repair. Generally the informa.tion gathered is rich in data and images. Analysis relies on experience and education to recognize
and resolve these problems.
Many problems are
historical in nature and the causes are learned
during the prototype
or development
stages in
manufacturing.
Although the symptoms of these
problems are not always an exact match for symptorns found later, similarities are recognized and
focus is applied on the appropriate areas for remedial correction.
If the problem is not recognized,
then additional failure analysis will be performed
ant1 additional assistance may be required. After a
process operation has been identified as suspect,
experiments are run to gather additional information or to test a process change.
An effective
experiment may take several weeks due to product
cycle manufacturing times. If the results are unsatisfactory, the cycle must be repeated.
At some point additional resources (experts)
could be recruited, particularly if the product yields
are critically impacted.
Many times the experts
analyzing the problem were not amongst the same
engineering group that developed the product.
A
problem that was seen before is not recognized and

the resulting analyses and experiments often ye&cover the wheel. The memories of the experts
themselves may contain gaps, or the engineer who
has knowledge of this type of problem may not be
available. Time is consumed relaying a.ll the image
and textual information
with sneaker-nets
or
meetings.
Meanwhile, the product would continue to be
manufactured at a reduced productivity level. The
reduced output impacts delivery schedules and
directly affects revenue. Profit is sharply reduced,
because the cost to manufacture each unit increases
as the yield decreases. A few points in the average
yield of a product could be millions of dollars of
revenue.

Approach
With reduced resources and increasing product
diversity, management and engineering recognized
that capturing the knowledge learned during development was vital to the future of manufacturing.
The knowledge and learning obtained throughout a
product’s life cycle is found in the minds and desks
of the experts. An intelligent repository was needed
to provide technology transfer information, as well
as a resource for process engineers when investigating manufacturing problems. Searches for information need to look for similarities in historical
experience and be rich in content by providing
images to complement the text. The Knowledge
Based Systems (KBS) development
team also
recogn’ized that retrieving this information would
require something better than a cataloguing system.
The search criteria would not be as simple as a
word search or indexed search. The information is
also rich in image content that experts rely on for
problem solving.
DEPICT (Digitized Expert PICTures) was developed at IBM’ Burlington and released internally in
June of 1990. The intent was to provide access to
past problem solving learning and present the information in the form of images and text to a large
user base. An application was designed to solve
problems that involve identifying semiconductor
processing defects based on their characteristics.
The use of Certainty Factors (CT;) is a well
established practice. However, the use of CFs in
combination with rules (i.e., the IF-TIIEN construct) in DEPICT has created a very robust
system. The result of a consultation consist of a
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The following terms used in this paper are t.rademarks
MVS, TSO.
Alty & Coombs 1984; Goodall

ranked list of defects with guided navigation
through images and text. The user makes the final
identification by comparing image and text information to the situation at hand. This ease of being
guided to the previous knowledge and understanding of process problems represents the unique
advantage of this program.

Why AI?
The diversity of information to be retained meant
that many separate applications need to be implemented. Different process areas would be focusing
on their respective Iproblems and/or expertise.
Therefore, DEPICT was designed to be an empty
sheZZ,2that is filled in with heuristics, images and
text pertaining to a particular application. No programming or other coding skills are necessary to
develop an application that uses DEPICT.
In talking with the process engineers, the knowledge engineer observed that an IF - THEN rule
construct seemed appropriate to model and mimic
the experts’ approach. The process engineer would
describe symptoms observed and assign credibility
to each cause. The list of causes could be narrowed by obtaining more information,
or by
checking additional analysis. Even with incomplete
information, an engineer would still provide causes
to a suggested problem scenario. The expert was
assigning weights to certain observed characteristics
of the problem and many times had already formed
a conclusion before all the evidence was in.
The developers were familiar with the My&-like
systems that had been deployed, but one objective
was to provide a user maintained system. In many
forward and backward chaining systems, updates
meant writing and editing rules. In the small initial
prototype over 150 rules were needed to represent
the knowledge about just 10 objects.
A Boolean or binary tree design would not allow
the use of weighting and incomplete data. Any
successful approach would need to incorporate this
weighting of the evidence. If the data were incomplete or missing, an answer would still result, but
there would be an indication of reduced cotlfidence
in the result. The skill base of the experts did not
include AI techniques, therefore a system was built
that could interpret information input from the
expert. ‘I’he know/edge would be represented in a
fashion for experts to readily understand
and
review.
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Objectives
The potential number of applications that could be
deployed was considered significant, therefore maintenance was a concern.
A system was needed
where the expert or user could maintain the information without becoming a Knowledge Engineer.
The application code would be constant, and
require little or no modification for each deployment. The information and intelligent search criteria (knowledge) would not be imbedded in the
application code. Instead the information would be
stored in files maintained by the experts and interpreted at run-time.
The AI software builds the
knowledge each time the application is run. Performance of the interpretation is a critical factor for
the acceptance of the user community.

Application description
In developing the software to provide an intelligent
repository, the team recognized that the application
would be an inclined shell. That is, the deployment
of the shell would be inclined to solving a certain
The approach is designed to
class of problems.
ensure applicability to any type of problem where
an incomplete description would be allowed. The
methodology is best suited to problem sets where
the information is well-established or reasonably
static, often referred to as institutional or mature
knowledge.
To demonstrate this, the example that follows
will be a semiconductor fabrication process defect
identification guide. This example is a portion of
an actual application that was developed for an
IBM semiconductor manufacturing line in Essex
Junction, Vermont.
AI application:
The following is a description of
the AI application. While the AI technology being
implemented may appear to be str&htforward,
a
significant amount of information and/or knowledge is stored that easily consumes many volumes
Finding the right information
of data storage.
helps prevent the fabrication of product that would
The AI portion is critical to that
be scrapped.
function.
In order to be independent of any particular class
of problems a nomenclature was chosen that can
be generically applied.
Though the example
described relates to defects in a semiconductor
process, the terms used describe their usage within
the AI code.
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Objects: Information relating to a particular defect
will be defined as an object. An object is a name
that points to the information
containing text
and/or pointers to where additional text and images
can be found that describe one known process
defect.
Attributes: Attributes are the identifying characteristics of an object.
The’ attributes necessary for
object identification in DEPICT must be recognizable to the user.
The language describing the
attributes will be familiar phrases used to describe
the object. An example would be a phrase such as:
‘Degraded PC slope.’ The potential audience will
consist of people who have access to different types
of attribute information for identifying the same
objects.
Attribute Types:
Attributes can be described as
being a member of one or more attribute types.
An attribute type tells what kind of information is
described by an attribute, such as physical characteristics or electrical results. When DEPICT asks
for attributes, only attributes of one type are displayed for selection on a single menu: -Displaying
only attributes of one type simplifies the menu and
attributes the user could not- have observed are
never displayed.
However, if there is knowledge
about attributes of more than one type, a menu of
attributes is provided for each selected attribute
type. A simple table stores a list of the attribute
types with an assigned code, descriptive text, and
menu prompts.
Attribute Categories:
Attributes can also be a
member of one or more categories. Categories are
a generalized grouping of attributes.
In the defect
identification example, the categories are made up
of various process technologies, such as CMOS,
BIFET and BIPOLAR.
The same defects are
often seen in different technologies due to the use
of common production tools and process steps.
The difference between the process technologies
will affect some of the attributes being used. For
example, a product in a CMOS line may have different photo-lithography
levels. Certain attributes
are unique to a certain process technology.
When
an inquiry about a certain process technology is
being made, only attributes relating to that technolo&y are shown. If several technologies are being
investigated, then all the possible attributes will be
available. While both attribute types and categories
describe the attributes, they are not necessarily
interchangeable.
A simple table stores a list of the
attribute categories with an assigned code and
descriptive text.

Object Table: An object table is a matrix that contains the weight relationship between each attribute
and each object. Each row is a unique object and
each column is a unique attribute. At each intersection is a weight relationship that is the certainty
factor. Each certainty factor is static and independent. That is, given ONLY a certain attribute
(and no other information) what is the likelihood
of a certain object to exist?
Certainty Factor: Certainty factors are applied to
each object to indicate which of the objects has the
set of attributes most closely matched to those
selected. The actual number calculated is not a
probability.
The numbers indicate a ranking relative to the strength of the pattern match.
The
output list of objects is shown in order of
descending certainty factor. An understanding of
the dependence on certainty factor’s is critical to
the successful use of this application.

Object:

Missing Poly (MISSPOLY)

CF
---

Attribute Description
---------------------------

Code
--------

0.1

Thru the gate & RX bounded bad
Worse for n-well
Severely degraded yield
In the gate oxide
On PC surfaces
Degraded PC slope
Ragged PC profile
Smaller than l/2 micron
Larger than l/2 micron
More pervasive over n-well
Pervasive in general

e-rxbad
e nwell
e severe

0.2
0.1

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.1
0.1
0.1

Object:

PIgate
p-pconlY
P-pcslop
P-pcprof
p-small
PJi g
p-nwell
p-severe

Micro Extensions (MICROEXT)

Attribute Name
--------_---------------------

Code
-----v--

0.1

To the diffusions (diodic)
Bad for N-well and substrate
Slightly degraded yield
PC extending
On PC surfaces
Degraded PC slope
Ragged PC profile
Smaller than l/2 micron
Over N-well and substrate
Tab on Gate
Sparse in general

e diff
elboth
e-sparse

0.3
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.6
0.1

Figure

1. Attributes with Certainty Factors

Representation:

The certainty factors are stored in
a matrix, the content of which is determined by the
owner of the application.
Figure 2 displays the
matrix for the two objects and their attributes
described in Figure 1 . The matrix has attributes
in the columns and unique objects (defects) in each
row. At the intersection of each attribute column object row is the certainty
factor that relates the
atiribute to the object.

+---s-----

CF
---

0.1
0.1

The total certainty factor for each object is determined by the weight assigned by each of the
selected attributes.
A certainty combining algorithm combines the certainty factors of all the
selected, matched attributes to yield the certainty
factor that eventually is assigned to the object.
Objects which end up with higher certainty
factors are not necessarily those with the most
matched attributes. A particular attribute may be a
give away. In other words, the presence of one
attribute positively identifies an object, assigning a
high certainty factor. Another object with a lower
certainty factor may have several attributes that
match those selected, but each attribute applies
only a small amount of certainty to the object.
A certainty factor is a measure of how strongly
an attribute indicates the presence of an object. In
the defect identification example, Figure 1 shows
two defects, each with the indicated set of attributes
and associated certainty factors.
Notice in Figure 1 that each object has some
attributes that are unique, and many that are shared
by the two objects. Each has a certainty factor that
relates to the object. Where an attribute is shared
by the two objects there exists a distinct (but not
necessarily different) certainty factor for each
object. This is what is referred to as the objectattribute relationship.

P-pcext
pmwanly
P-pcslop
P-pcprof
p-small
p-both
p-tab
p-sparse

+-----------------------------------

+

Attributes (E=elec, P=phys)
I
t ----------------------------------EEEEEEPPPPPPPPPPPP

(Objects) - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - DEFECTS

DRNBSSPGPPPSBNBSST
IXWOEPCACCCMIWOEPA
FBETVAETOSPAGETVAB
LHER
FALHERXENLRL
V
DL
RST
LOOL
L
RS
EE
EE
YPF
--.------t ------------------------------s-w-..

i

1

MICROEXT 1 0 0 1 0 1 3 0 1 2 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 6
MISSPOLY 0 I.2 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 12 0 10 0
t -m-m-----t -----------_-------_---------------t

Figure 2. Object matrix table with Attributes
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For clarity, the attributes in the matrix are organized by attribute type. The electrical attributes are
in the fast columns and the physical attributes are
on the right. Attributes only appear once in the
matrix, allowing objects to share common attributes. Attributes and objects may be organized in
any manner desired.
The certainty factors have
been multiplied by 10, to save space and enhance
readability.
The attributes for this example would be nresented on a menu as shown in Figure 3 .

Choose the attributes that best complete the
phrase. Choose as many as apply.
THE DEFECT Appears
X_
XXX-

Figure

PC extending
In the gate oxide
On PC surfaces
Degraded PC slope
Ragged PC profile
Smaller than l/2 micron
Larger than l/2 micron
More pervasive over n-well
Over N-well and substrate
Pervasive in general
Sparse in general
Tab on Gate

3. Attribute selection menu

Figure 3 shows four selections were made. To
compute the resulting certainty factors for the
objects, refer to the matrix in Figure 2. At the
intersection of each selected attribute column and
object row is a number. That number is the certainty applied to the object as the result of that
attribute being selected.
For example, Figure 4
shows the certainty factors that are applied to
Missing Poly as the result of the four attribute
selections shown in Figure 3:

DEPICT uses a Mycin-like3 certainty combining
algorithm to combine the certainty factors of the
selected attributes for each object. When the certainty factors have been combined,
DEPICT
applies the result to the appropriate object(s).
Figure 5 shows how the certainty combining algorithm works for combining certainty factors with
values greater than zero:

Formula: ncf = ccf + ((1 - ccf) * acf)
Where:

Figure

For
factor,

ncf = New certainty factor
ccf = Current certainty factor
acf = Applied certainty factor

5. MYCIN-like

Algorithm

1

with cf > 0

the selections in Figure 4, the certainty
for Missing Poly would be updated as

follows:
Assume the first certainty factor applied is the
first one selected (acf = 0.1, see Figure 4). The
order in which the certainty factors is applied does
not affect the result. All objects certainty factors
are initialized to 0.0 ( ccf= 0.0 ).
ncf = 0.0 + ((1 - 0.0) * 0.1) =

0.1

The next certainty factor applied is that of second
selection (acf = 0.1).
ncf = 0.1 + ((1 - 0.1) * 0.1)

= 0.19

The process continues until the certainty factors
for all the selected attributes have been combined:
Third : ncf = 0.19 + (1 - 0.19 ) * 0.1 = 0.271
Fourth : ncf = 0.271 + (1 - 0.271) * 0.1 = 0.3439

The same procedure would apply to all objects in
the knowledge base. In this case the result would
be:
Micro Extension
Missing Poly

0.48
0.34

In this example, the output ranking was very
close. This result means that, given the attributes
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

3
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On PC surfaces
Degraded PC slope
Ragged PC profile
Smaller than l/2 micron

Buchanan
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sclccted,

one object

shoulcl not be distinguished

as

the only answer. IIowever, there is now access to
images and text that will help determine what
further information needs to be collected in order
to decide between the two.

Certainty Threshold:
If, for example, the result of
the combine algorithm consisted of several objects
with certainty factors as follows:
Micro Extensions
Missing Poly
Dimples
Squiggles
Ml degradation

DEPICT

0.48
0.34
0.27

0.10
0.10

would output the following objects:

Micro Extensions
Missing Poly
Dimples

0.48
0.34
0.27

The reason that two objects are excluded from
the output, is that they have certainty factors that
are below the certainty threshold. DEPICT uses a
default certainty threshold of 0.2. Any object that
has a certainty factor less than or equal to the certainty threshold will not be present in the DEPICT
output.
The purpose for excluding these low certainty
objects is to prune out results that are only considTo modify the certainty
ered remotely possible.
threshold requires a minor modification of the
application code.
Negative

The presence of an attribute
Certainty:
can also eliminate an object as a possible result.
Look again at the two objects from the defect
application in Figure 1 and the corresponding
object-attribute matrix in Figure 2.
t -mm------ t -------------_------_______________

t

Attributes (E=elec, P=phys)
t -----------------------------------

I

(Object-)

EEEEEEPPPPPPPPPPPP
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

DEFECTS

DRNBSSPGPPPSBNBSST
IXWOEPCACCCMIWOEPA
FBETVAETOSPAGETVAB
FALHERXENLRL
LHER
V
DL
RST
LOOL
L
RS
EE
EE
YPF
---------t --_-_-_----------------------------t

i

I

MICROEXT 1 0 0 1 0 1 3 0 1 2 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 6
MISSPOLY 0 1 2 0 1 O-9 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 0 1 0 0
t -m-------t -----------------------------------t

Figure 6. New Object
factor

matrix

with negative

certainty

Notice that. for these two objects, there are some
attributes that are unique, and one is not likely to

be confused with the other. The expert may feel
that the presence of a certain attribute means that
one or more objects could not exist. In a case such
as this, an object can be prevented from appearing
at the output when an attribute is selected. This
pruning can be accomplished by entering a large
negative certainty factor at the intersection the
To accomplish this, the
object and attribute.
matrix is modified as shown in Figure 6.
Now when the attribute PC extending is selected,
the object Missing PoZy will never appear in the
output. When a negative certainty factor is being
combined, Figure 7 shows a dif5erent equation is
used in the certainty combining algorithm:

Formula: ncf =(ccf + acf)/(min lccfl lacfl)
Where:

Figure

ncf = New certainty factor
ccf = Current certainty factor
acf = Applied certainty factor

7. Combination

algorithm with cf < 0

If the current certainty for an object were 0.6 and
the applied certainty were to be -0.9:
ncf = (-0.9 t 0.6) / 0.6 = -0.3/0.6 = -.500

IIere the actual value of the resulting certainty
factor is not as important as the fact the object is
to be bumped off the output list.
Certainty Factor Schemes:
If in the example for
combining positive certainty factors, that Degraded
PC Slope is selected, only one other attribute
belonging to Micro Extensions needs to be selected
to cause that object to appear in the output (0.2
CF combined with anything else is greater than
0.2).
When 7’ab on Gate is selected, Micro Extensions
will always be output with a fairly high certainty
factor. This is what is referred to as a g&e away
attribute. In other words, the selection of this attribute alone indicates the presence of the object.
Therefore, the object should always appear at the
output if the attribute is selected. Any certainty
factor over the certainty threshold will be sufficient.
However, the output object would have a low certainty if ONLY this one attribute is selected. In
this case, the certainty factor is only slightly above
the threshold. When other attributes of the object
are selected, the object will move to a higher position in the output list. If a single attribute selection
should cause the object to appear high on the list,
the attribute is assigned a certainty factor closer to
0.9.
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turing support and the system is readily available.
The customer will need hardware suitable for displaying the graphic images.
In all applications, the objects are members of a
PDS7 that contains the location of images and an
organized textual report.
The software languages
include ART-IM, PL/I, REXX, CLIST’s, C, ISPF
and GDDM.8 ISPF provides the menu display
facility. Some graphical images are displayed with
GDDM. The remaining software provides the I/O
and interface to ART-IM. The ART-IM application is embedded as an executed load module. The
AI application is imbedded into the environment
without explicit knowledge of the user. The maintenance does not requires AI expertise. Instead the
knowledge is stored in simple two dimensional
tables, where the relationships and information are
easily viewed,

Pattern Matching
The AI software module is built with the ART-IM4
development environment.
In the ART-IM environment, the rules provide the logic and control for
putting the objects, attributes and the selected list
of attributes into instances of schema& The tables
of objects and attributes and the users selections
provide the input. The output contains a list of
objects and their certainty factors.
The ART-IM code reads the object table and for
each non-zero intersection creates an object schema.
Then for each attribute selected an attribute schema
is created. The certainty factor for each object is
initialized to zero.
Using ART-IM’s
pattern
matching, whenever an object has a selected attribute the certainty for that object is updated. All
objects with a non-zero certainty factor are output
and the software reads those above the threshold
and displays them for selection.
Some of the rules may be thought of as metarules that contain: the general construct of the if then relationship and the combinatorial
(certainty
factor) relationships.
Seven rules are used, but
hundreds of schemas are typically created at runtime. The initial application was created with only
12 defects and with 35 attributes. Selecting merely a
few attributes would create over 150 rule firings.
The elapsed time from when the attributes were
selected, to the display of the output list for
selection was less than 2 seconds.
If all the knowledge were coded into a rule-based
system, then one rule for each relationship would
be required to store the equivalent information.
A
system of this type would quickly become hundreds
of rules, that would be very difficult to manage,
validate, or operate in a timely manner.

DEPICT Development
DEPICT was developed jointly by a Knowledge
Engineer with a programmer.
Begun in 1990, the
first prototype was with IBM’s ESE.g This prototype had 150 rules and identified only a few objects.
Although this was an easy to use environment,
maintenance issues became apparent.
The rule
based approach became cumbersome and large, and
maintenance unwieldy. Alternatives were sought to
represent the information in an easier methodology.
A language was needed that could interpret the
information and create the rules. ART-IM demonstrated this ability to model an if-then rule construct
and
read
the
Left-Hand-Side
and
Right-Hand-Side from external files.
After the initial ESE attempt, an ART-IM
version was developed as a prototype during the 2
week training course. The first internal production
release was in June of 1990, Since 1990, two minor
updates have been issued that provided upward
compatibility
with existing data.
Additional
support is currently provided by the programmer.
Validation was performed by individual review
with the experts. Because of the nature of informa-

Hardware and Software
The existing applications
using DEPICT
are
deployed on an IBM Mainframe system in the
MVS/TSO 6 environment.
The customer set being
addressed relies on the same system for manufac-

4 ART-IM (Automated Reasoning Tool for information
trademark
5 In ART-IM,

of Inference Corporation,

Management),

Los Angeles CA.

a schema is a collection of information

about a particular

6

MVS/T’SO (Multiple Virtual Systems/ Time Sharing Option)

7

Partitioned

Data Set

8 REXX (Restructured extended executor),
ISPF (Interactive System Productivity Facility)
GDDM (Graphical Data Display Manager)
CLIST (Command LIST)
9

ESE (Expert System Environment)

object

tion storage in tables, the experts could quickly
verify the information without testing each possible
scenario. Also due to the intent of the application,
exact answers were not anticipated.
The textual
information supplied with each object contained
sufficient information that was used to test the
results.

Deployment
Currently deployed on MVS internally to IBM,
DEPICT is available to hundreds of users. Applications currently in use provide information to two
separate manufacturing lines. Three applications
address specific areas of processing (the example
shown is one of these), while three others cover a
broad scope of historical information for distinct
semiconductor
processes.
The data has been
remotely accessed from other facilities in the US
and overseas to provide data for investigations.
The creation of a new application requires the allocation of files for each KBS (which takes a few
seconds). The textual and tabular information is
entered through standard system editors. Any image
data is scanned and processed with a workstation.
The resulting images are stored in a central repository that is referenced in the textual data.
An
image and text navigational facility was developed

to allow easy display and search of the information
available for each object.
.4pplication use:

Use of DEPICT has been tracked
since early 199 I. Tracking of that usage has shown
that users are accessing the information.
Users are
prompted with feedback screens that send electronic notes to the application owners.
Unfortunately, unless the user directly indicates that they
solved / prevented a problem, the owners will not
have a measure of the dollars saved.
Image

and Text Navigation:
Any one DEPICT
application may contain a up to a hundred objects.
For each object there may be 30-50 images and
unlimited pages of text. Helping users fmd their
way through the information is accomplished by
simple, unrestricted image and text navigation.
Currently, ISPF and GDDM functions provide this
image and text navigation capability.
Functions
allow scrolling through images and text and also
toggling between them without getting lost or
having to cope with confusing menus. Navigation
functions are executed by single function key
selections and multiple choice menus.
After the user has selected an object for viewing,
DEPICT displays the frost image associated with
tha.t object (see Figure 8 for example).

Miss ing poly

PICTURE 1 OF 16

This transfer gate in a Gazelle cell has a large area of missing
The sample was Pulled post titanium
silicide
test and no sample
preparation was'done. .
PFl=PF TOG PF3=EXIT PF$=BROWSE PF5=IHfAGE-MENU
PF12=RETURN
PFI=P-NEXT PFl8=S-PREVIOUS PFll/S-NEXT

Figure 8. DEPICT

poly.

Image Format (shown from actual application).
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BROWSE -- D733325.ZTEMPF.BROWSE
-------------------LINE 88888888 CDL 881 Q8Q
SCROLL ===> CSR
COMMAND ===>
PF3-RETURN
PF7-SCROLL UP
PF8-SCROLL DOWN
*****~*******$*****~***8*********
TOP OF DATA ************************u*******
DEFECT NAME: ==> Missing Poly, Holes in Gate, Perimeter
Gate Fails
DEFECT TYPE : ==>
TECHNOLOGIES:

Thru-the-Gate

Fails

CMOS4 CMOS4L CMOSlS
It

has been seen on CMOS4S but only on parts
that
saw Gemini selective
silicon
(at least so far).
The ASM selective
silicon has it’s own problem
with “Crablegs”.
CTECH is not as susceptible
since it has the word
li;;c;;pped
through ail processing
up to selective
. Therefore
. anuthinq on the wordline

which could catalyze’the-reaction
during the cap strip.

is lifted

off

DESCRIPTION/FORMATION:
This defect was discovered as a result of
post silicide
test on CMOS4(Gazelle).
It
be caused by metallic
contamination
on or
during Junction Activation
Anneal (JAA).
during
the anneal.
following reaction
Si + Si02 -> 2Si0 (SiO is volatile
Thus any matallics

Figure

10. Example of DEPICT

in the presence

at these

interface

text format (shown from actual application).

Little maintenance is required in the shell software
by the original developers.
The information is
maintained by the process engineers and techniSome improvements
for consistency
cians.
checking and hypermedia are being investigated.
Limitations:
No consistency checking is performed
to verify that an object could never be concluded,
nor that two objects are identical. A knowledge
editing interface will resolve that problem. A controlled edittor would guide the expert through
adding new objects, attributes, attribute types and
categories.
Verification would be simpler and
typographical errors for code phrases would be
eliminated.

Benefits
Critical to saving expenditures relating to resolving
process problems, is the ability to save one process
WIP turn (work in progress). A WIP encompasses
several hundreds of semiconductor process steps
and may take several weeks to see any process
changes. For a large semiconductor facility, such
as IBM Burlington Vermont semiconductor manufacturing, savings from one WIP turn approaches
several million dollars (dependent on how early in
the process a problem occurs).
a process
For example, while investigating
problem at another processing facility, DEPICT
The
was consulted (through a remote link).
resulting information
saved the engineers from
._
. ..
IAAI

temperatures)

of a silicon/oxide
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failure
analysis
done
has been determined to
in the polysilicon
The metals catalyze
the

experiments
that had already
been
attempted and established a base of knowledge
from which to explore their problem.
Improved tracking of experiments and retention
of knowledge is realized. Reduction in the need for
experiments and faster problem resolution are also
achieved. Savings are often the result of preventing
errors, which is difficult to measure fmancially. As
mentioned earlier, feedback is on a voluntary basis.

running

Conclusion
The DEPICT
system can be classified as an
Full advantage of AI
inclined shell application.
techniques is taken through the use of certainty
factors and rules.
The architecture provides a
means for retention of knowledge captured by analysis and learning of any specific problem set, where
the symptoms can be readily identified. The information search allows for partial matches on the
symptoms observed by the investigator. The information is available by the use of any MVS hostconnected graphics terminal any time of day. The
information is structured in a fashion to provide
consistent types of information and images. The
navigation through the knowledge is via a menusystem that allows the user to jump to any desired
point by the use of PF keys. The experts’ information now becomes available to those investigating a
problem. Additional analysis may be prevented or
at least properly directed to the probable source of
the problem.
Savings are realized through both
improved product yield and through improved use
of existing resources.

---------------

=> _

SELECT PICTURE

PF’I-SCROLL

UP

OF THIS

PF8-SCROLL

NAME

PFS-RETURN

DOWN

SELECT ONE PICTURE TO DISPLAY.
( Use any character
in front
of
PICTURE

OBJECT TO DISPLAY

the

picture

ROW 1 TO 4 OF 10
SCROLL=> PAGE
TO PREVIOUS IMAGE

name.

---

1

PCS1

DESCRIPTION

MISSPOe

This transfer
gate in a Gazelle cell has a large area of missing
The sample was pulled post titanium
silicide
test and no sample
preparation
was done.
MISSPOOP
This transfer
gate in a Gazelle cell has a large area of missing
The sample was pulled post titanium
silicide
test and no sample
preparation
was done.

poly.

poly.

MISSPOQ3
This transfer
Poor selective

selective

gate in a Gazelle cell has a small area of missing poly.
silicon coverage is an indication.
Removal of the
silicon would reveal the area of missing poly.

MISSPOQ4
These are two transfer
gates
right has an area of missing

in the Gazelle array.
The one on the
PC in the middle of it.

Figure 9. Image Selection Menu (shown from actual application).

The screen is segmented to provide important
textual information simultaneously with the image.
Above the image is the object title, the number of
images available for the object, and the current
image number in the sequence of images for the
object.
Below the image is a three-line caption,
and a menu of DEPICT navigation function keys.
Single PF key selections provide the following features:
l
l
l
l

l
l

.
l

Browse informative text
Image menu for this object
Previous image for this object
Next image for this object
Previous object (if any)
Next object selected
Return to object menu
Exit DEPICT

There are three function keys for navigating
through images within the current object. The 117~
vious image and next image functions for image
viewing allow scrolling back and forth through
images in the order prescribed by the expert. A
selected view of only a subset of the available
images may be desired instead of the provided
The image menu function allows
sequence.
selections by showing a menu of the image captions
for the current object (see Figure 9). The informa-

tion in each caption provides enough information
to make a decision about which image to select.
When an image is selected, the display is immediately updated, regardless of occurrence in the
image sequence.
At any point while images are being displayed,
the textual information may be browsed using the
Rrmyse Text function key. An example of the text
is shown in Figure 10. Only the text for the
current object is shown. While viewing the text
file, all of the standard ISPF browse functions are
available, including scrolling and search on terms
(filrd). Experts can make the ISPF browse features
especially useful by choosing a consistent text
format.
Three function keys allow switching objects. The
previous selection and next selection keys allow
scrolling through selected objects in the order of
The
appearance on the object selection menu.
Return to object menu key causes DEPICT
to
return to the object selection menu to allow reselection of any combination of objects.
To create a new set of objects with different criteria or to exit the application entirely, the Exit
DEPICT
key is used and a prompt to restart
DEPICT or exit is shown.
When DEPICT is
exited, the final screen prompts for feedback. All
feedback is sent to a knowledge engineer who evaluates comments and takes appropriate action.
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